We consider the possibility of charged stable Kaluza-Klein leptons in orbifold models in which all the Standard Model fields propagate (UED models). At tree level the masses of the 1st mode states are nearly identical and kinematics can prevent the decays of the 1st mode charged leptons. Perturbative and non-perturbative affects alter this picture and allow for a range of possibilities. For single extra dimensional UED-type models with stable Kaluza-Klein charged leptons we calculate their production from the all-particle incident flux of cosmic rays and find that null results in direct searches for anomalously heavy water suggest a lower bound on the compactification scale: 1/R > 290 GeV.
There has been a renaissance in the theoretical investigation of extra dimensions focusing on realistic string-inspired constructions with calculable phenomenological predictions in upcoming collider searches and other terrestrial experiments. This paper will focus on a specific class of models in which the extra dimensions are compactified on the TeV −1 scale, with a phenomenology presumably on the verge of being elucidated by the LHC or NLC. We work within the framework of Universal Extra Dimensions (UED) [1, 2] in which the Standard Model fields and their Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations propagate on an R 4 × S 1 /Z 2 bulk spacetime. Constraints on the these models are generally weak relative to other extra dimensional models due to tree level KK number conservation [3] . In addition, beyond tree level there remains a "KK parity" defined by the orbifold construction and subsequent assignment of the standard model fields, which implies a stable 1st mode KK excitation.
There have been a variety of analyses on universal extra dimensions to date including general collider phenomenology ( [4] , [5] , [6] ), Higgs physics ( [7] , [8] ), rare K and B decays [11] , b → sγ [9] , Z → BB [10] , and constraints from B 0 B 0 mixing [12] . There are additional studies advocating the possibility that the lightest Kaluza-Klein particle (LKP) may play the role of a viable dark matter candidate [13] , [14] , [15] . These analyses and precision electroweak constraints [3] suggest a compactification scale > 300 GeV, although non-perturbative affects could conceivably lower this value (or raise it).
In UEDs the orbifold and field assignment allow all the Standard Model (SM) fields to propagate in the bulk while remaining consistent with experimental constraints such as those listed above. However, the democracy is not really universal since loop corrections and possible non-perturbative effects introduce terms localized at the fixed points of the orbifold which are non-universal [16] , [17] . Of particular interest to extra dimensional phenomenology are corrections to the masses of the fields that propagate in the bulk due to renormalization of the fields at the fixed points [18] . That is, the orbifold fixed points (fixed under y → −y) are unique and delta function terms arise perturbatively in the effective four dimensional Lagrangian if neglected at tree level. The inclusion of loop effects in the S 1 /Z 2 orbifold breaks the democracy of the model and removes the degeneracies in the mass spectra at each level. The perturbative effects induce four dimensional operators localized on the branes which were absent initially and allow the even (odd) fields to mix with each other. The coefficients of these local operators from non-perturbative affects are incalculable. We will refer to the case in which they vanish at the UV cutoff as Minimal Universal Extra Dimensions (MUEDs) [18] . We neglect gravitational affects for the remainder of the paper and assume the KK parity remains valid in the non-perturbative regime 1 . This paper will consider the constraints on UEDs for the case in which the LKP is electrically charged (e.g., the 1st mode electron). These constraints will not rely on the details of the cosmology in these models (see Ref. [20] ). Rather, the constraints are based on cosmic ray production of these states in the upper atmosphere combined with searches for anomalously heavy water [21] . The key assumptions in the analysis are that the cosmic ray flux has been the same order of magnitude as it is now for ∼ 1 billion years, and that the anomalously heavy water is uniformly distributed in the oceans and terrestrial samples over that time scale. The bounds derived are applicable to generic orbifold models with at least one stable electrically charged fermion in the bulk. For the remainder of the paper, lepton will refer only to the charged leptons (e, µ, τ ).
In section I, we will briefly review the construction of universal extra dimensions. Section II will discuss the degeneracies of the first level KK states and the prediction of charged stable states. Section III considers the bulk and boundary loop corrections on the orbifold. In the minimal scenario of Ref. [18] we calculate the conditions for a charged LKP and compute the lowest value of the compactification scale consistent with a neutral LKP (the 1st mode B field). We also consider long-lived states and find the regions of parameter space consistent with prompt decay inside the detector. For the more general case of a stable first mode lepton, we consider their production by cosmic rays and calculate the expected anomalous concentration of water in the oceans following Ref. [22] .
Section I: Fields and Orbifolds
The field content of UEDs are the zero mode Standard Model fields and their KK excitations, which includes both chiralities for any fermion. Since fermions are generally non-chiral in five dimensions, boundary conditions at the fixed points of the orbifold may be chosen so that the appropriate chiral zero mode fields are present and the unobserved chiral modes appear for n ≥ 1. The extra dimension is wrapped on a circle of radius 2πR, with the points y → −y of the extra dimension identified. Equivalently, the extra dimension is a line segment with fixed points of the Z 2 at the boundaries (0, πR) so that the fields propagate on R 4 × [0, πR]. The fields are either even or odd under the Z 2 and this parity fixes the stability of the first order KK modes implying a lightest Kaluza-Klein particle (LKP). Of course, if there are fields confined to the fixed points their interactions are not parity restricted and they can mediate transitions beween any KK levels.
The effective 4D Lagrangian is specified by integration over the orbifold with the usual KK masses ∼ (1/R) from the Γ 5 ∂ 5 terms, excluding electroweak symmetry breaking effects and Yukawa couplings. The details are given, for example, in Ref. [8] . We limit the discussion to the zeroth and first mode KK spectrum for the remainder of the paper for the sake of relevance and simplicity.
Section II: UED Degeneracies
Let {L, e} denote the lepton doublets and singlets, {Q, u, d} the quark doublets and singlets and {γ, g} the photon and gluon. We note that there are, for example, two first mode electrons corresponding to the singlet and doublet states. Including Yukawas introduces additional mixing between the singlets and the doublets within a level but the mass splitting is typically small with the exception of the top quark states. The singlet/doublet mass matrix is as follows:
In the above, m (0) refers to the mass of the corresponding SM state. For the photon and Z the usual mass matrix is slightly modified:
Most states have negligible corrections from their original 1 R mass so that all the fermion masses are almost degenerate with the exception of the top quark. The photon is the LKP and there is insufficient phase space (< 1 2 MeV) for the 1st mode singlet electrons and muons to decay to the minimal final states of a zero mode electron (muon) and the LKP photon. Since this holds for all 1/R values, charged relics are a generic prediction of UEDs assuming the boundary terms are absent. We consider their production by cosmic rays in a later section. The degeneracies can be broken by nonperturbative operators which break the KK parity eliminating the LKP or perturbatively through local operators at the fixed points which renormalize the couplings. We do not consider operators which break the KK parity and forthwith discuss perturbative affects.
Section III: Broken Degeneracies and Charged LKPs
In this section we will consider both bulk and boundary loop corrections to the masses of the KK states. We limit the analysis to the loop corrections calculated in Ref. [18] . For the orbifold there are bulk loop corrections which alter the masses of each gauge field independent of KK level:
There are also boundary corrections from the orbifold construction which require infinite renormalization ( [16] ) and the introduction of an explicit ultraviolet cutoff (Λ):
For the fermion corrections the sum is over the relevant gauge fields and the proportionality constants are order one. With these corrections to the masses of the KK states we can examine the first mode mass spectrum of all the Standard Model KK states as the parameters R and Λ are varied. For most of the parameter space, the KK photon is the lightest mode. However, it is possible that the first mode singlet electron is the LKP or it is the nextto-lightest state and the near-degeneracy with the first mode photon prevents the decay from occuring. There is also the possibility of a near-degeneracy which allows the decay to proceed but with a sufficiently long lifetime that the state appears stable from a collider perspective. We are interested in finding the regions of parameter space which predict either a charged LKP or a long-lived charged state which appears to be stable since it decays outside the detector.
Generally there are three possibilities in this MUED scenario depending on the mass spectrum for the 1st mode states: a lepton, or leptons are the LKP; the photon is the LKP but the lepton-photon mass splitting is less than the SM lepton mass; the photon is the LKP and the lepton-photon mass splitting is larger than the SM lepton mass. For the last case the decays are prompt and the phenomenology has been considered in some detail [23] . For the case where the LKP is a lepton we will examine the implied constraints on the compactification scale from cosmic rays. If the KK lepton-photon mass splitting is less than the SM lepton mass we determine the lifetime of the KK lepton as a function of the mass splitting and classify the state as long-lived if the lifetime exceeds 10 −6 seconds.
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For the long-lived states, the usual decay lepton
is absent kinematically. The decay can proceed via a virtual SM lepton and virtual SM W with four final states. For example,
e + e (0) . In this case, the KK muon lifetime is greater than the lifetime of the SM muon (2.2 ×10 −6 s) which satisfies our criteria for a massive lepton escaping the detector so that no further calculations are necessary to determine the maximum mass splitting necessary for stable 1st mode leptons. The analysis proceeds similarly for the taus, where in this case the lifetime is sufficiently long if the 1st mode photon-tau mass difference is of the order of the SM muon mass or smaller. We examine the parameter space associated with these long-lived states.
In Figure 1 we determine the minimum value of the compactification scale consistent with no stable KK leptons (solid line), and no long-lived muons and taus (dashed-line) as a function of ΛR. More simply stated, below the dashed line there are long-lived leptons; below the solid line the leptons are stable. The absence of charged LKPs in the low ΛR region is due to large negative bulk contributions to the B 1 field, while the boundary corrections fall off with log ΛR. Direct bounds on the mass of heavy singly charged leptons are ∼ 100 GeV [24] and we find MUEDs predict stable leptons up to 150 GeV(ΛR = 10). We consider bounds on the compactification scale from cosmic ray production for the stable KK leptons in the next section. These bounds are also applicable to the more general case in which the localized boundary terms are arbitrary and there is the possibility of a charged LKP for all values of 
Cosmic Ray Production of KK states
We present a quick summary of cosmic ray production of stable KK leptons and estimate the bounds derivable from null results in searches for anomalously heavy water. The details can be found in Ref. [22] . We compute the QCD constituent cross sections for the KK gluons and quarks using the squared matrix elements of Ref. [6] . The QCD cross sections are higher than the direct QED cross sections by a factor of αs α so we neglect direct production of the lepton LKP. Since we are interested in the regime where the LKP is a lepton, the KK quarks and gluons will decay into a minimum of one positively charged LKP in the final decay products. These will bind an electron becoming chemically indistinguishable from hydrogen, except its mass ∼ 1/R rather than 1 GeV; the hydrogen typically forms heavy water [21] (assuming only half the anomalously heavy hydrogen molecules form heavy water changes the final bound by less than 5 GeV). Smith et. al. [25] has searched for these anomalously heavy water molecules and we indicate the bounds on the compactification scale from these searches in Figure 2 . The dependence on Λ is from converting the bound on the gluon and quark masses to the LKP mass for a given value of 1/R. For ΛR = 10 we find that 1/R > 245 GeV and for ΛR = 100, 1/R > 220 GeV. This appears to rule out the regions of parameter space found in the previous section predicting charged LKPs. There is the possibility that non-perturbative effects alter the coefficients of the boundary terms such that a lepton is the LKP or it remains stable by kinematics. These corrections do not need to be large. The corrections to the masses of the singlet leptons in the minimal model were O(
2 ) ∼ 10 −3 . It is easy to see that any appreciable negative corrections (1 percent or more) to the masses of the fermions from unknown UV effects at the fixed points will easily push their masses below the 1st mode photon implying charged relics in the theory. In these cases the cosmic ray calculations suggest 1/R > 290 GeV, comparable to electroweak precision bounds.
Conclusions
In extra dimensional theories the level one KK states are typically degenerate in mass at tree level. If the compactification scenario introduces a discrete parity which prevents the decay of the lightest first mode states then there exists the possibility of stable charged KK states. The corrections to the tree level masses are of primary importance in determining the decay pattern for the states in the theory and depend on both loop effects and non-perturbative effects. In this paper we have considered an S 1 /Z 2 model in which all the standard model fields propagate and place bounds from cosmic ray production assuming the LKP is electrically charged. Whether the LKP is charged or not depends on the unknown behavior of the theory above the cutoff. We consider a minimal model with only radiative corrections at the boundary of the S 1 /Z 2 orbifold which alters the mass spectrum and find that the model avoids charged relics above ∼ 120 GeV and long-lived leptons above ∼ 200 GeV. If there are additional corrections to the boundary operators and these corrections imply electrically charged LKPs then cosmic rays place a lower bound on the compactification scale of 290 GeV independent of the cosmology of these models.
